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Your next issue of Greenkeeper International will be with you by 4 December 2004

REGULARS

News
Pages 4, 5, 6 & 7

8 Tip of the Month
BIGGA’s Master Greenkeeper John Wells MG provides his tip to help you in your course management.

9 Education
Ken Richardson is into the busy part of the education and training year, including making arrangements for the new conference.

10 GTC News
David Golding clears the mist which sometimes surrounds the ‘who does what’ in terms of greenkeeper education and training.

11 Membership

26 Continue to Learn:
Where did my nitrogen fertiliser go? Dr Brian Horgan explains the role of nitrogen in soil, its effect and how to minimise its loss.

31 New Products

36 Letters

37 Health and Safety

38 News from the Chief Executive
John Pemberton keeps you up-to-date with the latest developments at BIGGA.

38-42 Around the Green

54 As I see it ...
BIGGA National Chairman, Andy Campbell, reflects on a time-consuming month.

FEATURES

12 Aye, Aye Captain
Ally Philp is Head Greenkeeper and Captain of Comrie Golf Club as well. Scott McCallum met with one of the most contented men in the industry.

16 2004 Toro Student Greenkeeper of the Year final.

The 2004 BIGGA National Championship.

19 One mixture doesn’t always fit all.

24 One mixture doesn’t always fit all.

29 How to apply for that ideal job
In the first of a three-part series Frank Newberry provides a range of useful techniques to help you get the job you want.

34 Pipe Dreams
Jim Crabbe looks at the world of drainage through the eyes of a contracts manager and offers some advice to clubs seeking to improve their courses.